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STRANGERS IN THE NIGHT  EX-CHANGING GLANCES  WON-DERING IN THE NIGHT

WHAT WERE THE CHANCES — WE'D BE SHARING LOVE
BEFORE THE NIGHT WAS THROUGH — SOMETHING IN YOUR EYES

SOMETHING IN YOUR SMILE WAS SO EX-CIT-ING
SOMETHING IN MY HEART

TOLD ME I MUST HAVE YOU STRANGERS IN THE NIGHT

UP TO THE MOMENT WHEN WE TWO LONELY PEo-PLe
WE WERE STRANGERS IN THE NIGHT

SAID OUR FIRST HELLO LITTLE DID WE KNOW

LOVE WAS JUST A GLANCE AWAY A FOG O'B

WARM EMBRACING DANKE A-WAY AND E-VER SINCE THAT NIGHT WE'VE BIN TO-GE-THER

LO-VERS AT FIRST SIGHT IN LOVE FOR E-VER — IT TURNED OUT SO RIGHT
Vocal

FOR STRANGERS IN THE NIGHT

LOVE WAS JUST A GLANCE AWAY A WARM EMBRACING DANCE AWAY,

EVER SINCE THAT NIGHT WE'VE BEEN TOGETHER LOVERS AT FIRST SIGHT

IN LOVE FOR EVER IT TURN'D OUT SO RIGHT FOR STRANGERS IN THE NIGHT

DO-BE DO-BE DO DO DO DO DE DA

WE'RE STRANGERS IN THE NIGHT
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